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A numerical, method for the anatysis of transtationai shel,1, 
structures is presented. The finite strip concept is utitised 
together with finite difference approximations to the differential, 
equations afong nodal, tines. Numerical, exampl,es incl,ude open and 
cl,osed ~ransl,ational, shel,1,s, with various end conditions and 
continuity over intermediate supports. 
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UPPER CASE CHARACTERS 
A, B, C, D 
Du" 
D ' D ' D x y xy 
E 
E ' E x y 
G 
J 










X, Y, z 
Xi' Yi 
Bending stiffness matrices. 
Fourth derivative of displacement vector D. 
Flexurat rigidities for orthotropic pl.ates. 
Load vector for bending forces. 
Young's modutus in x and y directions. 
Modutus of elasticity in shear. 
Load vector for in-plane forces. 
In-p l.ane stiffness matrices. 
Bending moments per unit length perpendicutar to x 
and y axes respectivety. 
Twisting moment per unit length perpendicular to.x axis. 
Bending and twisting forces in tocat co-ordinate system. 
Transformation matrix. 
Totat potentiat energy for in-plane and bending 
conditions respectivety. 
First variation of Totat Potentiat Energy for in-plane 
and bending conditions respectivety. 
"Part of" expressions given above. 
Rectangular co-ordinate axes. 
Edge forces on strip in x and y directions respectivety. 













Modified Young's modutus vatues for in-pl.ane force;::i. 
Strip thickness. 
Radii of curvature in x and y directions and for twisting 
moment respectivety. 







Cl ' Cl x y 












Strains in x and y directions respectivety. 
G1oba1 rotation about x axis. 
Direct stresses in x and y direction respectivety in 
g1oba1 co-ordinates. 
Direct stresses in x and y directions respectivety in 
to ca 1 co-ordinates. 
Shear stress in g1oba1 co-ordinates. 
Shear stress in 1oca1 co-ordinates. 
Poisson's ratio in x and y directions respectivety. 
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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Uterature on the anatysis of fol.,cled ptate structures may be considered 
to fatt into seven principal, categories with regard to method of anatysis. 
They are:-
(1) Beam method. 
(2) Fotded ptate theory, neglecting retative joint disptacements. 
(3) Fotded ptate theory considering rel.,ative joint disptacements. 
( 4) "Etastici ty" method. 
( 5) Finite difference method. 
-·· (6) Fini fo eleril."eilt method. 
(7) Finite- strip method. 
The Beam Method uses conventional, beam theory, which requires all., cross-
sections to remain the same under toad. If intermediate transverse stif-
fening ribs are frequent, this method yields good results, but more rigorous 
anal.,yses and experiments have shown that this method cannot be appl.,ied to 
more intricate structures. 
Methods (2) and (3) both consider the 1.,ongitudinal supporting action of each 
ptate to be governed by beam theory and the transverse supporting action to 
be that of a continuous one-way sl.,ab. Method (2) assumes that the changes 
in transverse bending moment and in longitudinal stresses due to relative 
joint displacements are negligible in comparison with the values of these 
moments and stresses computed on the basis of no relative joint disptacements. 
For the general case however, these stresses are not negtigibte and the 
method is not recommended. 
Fotded Ptate Theory Considering Relative Joint Displacements (3) takes into 
account the effect of retative displacement of the joints or the transverse 
moments and membrane stresses. Practical.methods of analysis include those 
by V.Z. Vlasov, which uses a Fourier feries approximation; the Portl.,and 
Cement Association; Gaafar, which uses the principle of superposition; and 
Yitzhaki who has also included the application of plasticity to fotded plate 
structures. 
The "Elasticity" Method, developed by Goldberg and Leve combines the equations 
of classical, ptate theory, for toads normal to the plane of the plates, and 
2. 
the etasticity equations defining the ptane stress probtems, for toads in 
the ptane of the ptates. Apptied ioading is approximated by a Fourier Series. 
Methods (1) to (4) are generatty restricted to singte spans with simpte 
ioading and edge conditions. (Reference [1] contains a detaited discussion 
on these methods.) 
The appbcation of Finite Difference Equations to sheti anatysis was per-
formed in the 1950's, the advent of high speed digitai computers making it 
possibte to sotve the resutting tinear atgebraic equations. 
The method of Finite Etements was devetoped by many authors, and folded 
ptate probtems have been soived using triangU.ia:r, rectangU.tar, quadril..aterai, 
isoparametric and thick..:.sheti eiements. With this method ait possibte 
·boundary conditions are sotubte [14]. 
A Finite Strip method of anatysis was devetoped by Y.K. Cheung, first for 
ftat ptates [20] and then for folded ptate structures [4]. In this method 
the structure is sub-divided into tongitudinai strips which extend from one 
boundary to the other, making the method ideai for the sotution of constant 
cross-section sheti structures. Linear disptacement functions are used for 
the in-ptane disptacements and cubic potynomiats for the disptacements normai 
to the strip surface. The disptacements aiong the tength of the strip are 
approximated by Fourier Series harmonics, tikewise the strip ioading. The 
Principte of Minimum Potentiat Energy is utiLised to give the str~p stiffness 
matrix in expticit form. The soiution of the disptacements is achieved in 
the normai manner. 
Since Fourier Series utitisation becomes impracticai for structures with 
more than three spans, and free boundary conditions cannot be used, 
du Preez [7] devetoped a generaL finite strip method which is capabte of 
sotving continuous structures with no boundary condition restriction. The 
interconnection of strips and other eLements is aiso ctaimed. 
•, 
Louw [8] subsequentLy devetoped a finite strip method of anatysis for fLat 
ptates using finite difference approximations to the differentiat equations 
atong the strip edges. CLamped and simpte supported boundaries were con-
sidered. 
This thesis is an extension of Louw's work and inctudes in-ptane forces 
ernibting constant cross-section folded plates, c"Losed box structures and trans-
lational she"L"Ls to be ana"Lysed. Support conditions inc"Lude simp"Le, fixed and 






C H A P T E R 2 
GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR FINITE STRIP ANALYSIS 
Figure 2.1 shows a typica1 finite strip e1ement. The strip is of constant 
cross-sectiona1 shape and has four degrees of freedom per edge, (i.e. ui, vi, 





Since in-p1ane, or membrane stresses, and bending stresses are not coup1ed, it 
is convenient to derive the equations for the two cases separate1y. 
2.1 In-p1ane stiffness of strip 
Consider the p1ate e1ement in Figure 2.2 subjected to in-p1ane or membrane 
stresses as shown. 
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Strains in the X, Y directions and ·the shear strain can be given by the fot-





€ = y oy 
'I = ov + du xy ox oy 
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y Ey x Ex 
The stress terms can be made the dependent variabtes, hence:-
a Ex [€ + \) 




[ € + \) '€ J = (1 - \) \) ) y 
x y y ·x x 
Atso T = G.y xy xy 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Consider the strip as shown in Figure 2.1. Let the in-ptane disptacements at 
j be u. and v.. The disptacement 
J J 
edge i be u. and V.' and those at edge l. 1. 
at any point on the strip surface in the u direction can be made up of Linear 
combinations of u. and u .• 
1. J 
Thus u = f 1(u) + f 2(uj), 
where f 1 and f 2 are Unear functions.. Since u is a function of x and y, it 
is convenient to separate their dependence so that 
:x: onty and f 1 and f 2, functions of y onty. 
Hence 
u. and u. are functions of 
1. J 
At this stage, onty y dependent functions need be given any specific form as ,. , 





increases from edge i to edge j, 
at edge i and u.(x) at edge j, 
J 
and u(x,y) must have the vaiue 
f 1(y) can be reptaced by 
(1 - y/b) and f 2(y) ·by (yJb), 
By simitar reasoning:-
Dropping the (x,y) post-script for u and v and expressing the disptacements 
in matrix form:-
(2. 3) 
( 1 - X) b 0 (X) b 0 
where c = p 
( 1 - x) (X) 0 0 b b 
(2. 4) 
~p = [u. (x) v. (x) u .(x) v .(x) JT 1 1 J J and (2.5) 
(The subscript p indicates in-pl...ane consideration). 









caicutating partiat derivatives and substituting into (2.6):-
(1 - ~).uj_(x) + (~J.uj(xJ· 
E: = (- ~).vi(x) + (~).vj(x) (2.7) 
,((- ~).ui(x) + (~J.u}x)) + ((1 - ~).vj_(x) + (~).vj(x)) 
7. 
The stresses in (2.2) can be represented by one stress matrix:-
0 
x 




E v E 
x x Y.. 0 (1 - \) \) ) (1 
- v v;J x y x. 
v E E 
[D J x Y.. 0 (2.9) -- (1 :... \) \) ) ( 1 - \) \) ) p 
x y xy 
0 0 G 
and [e:J is as given· in (2.6). 
The Total, Potential, Energy of a finite strip for in-pl,ane forces can be written:-
u = h Ir (o .e: + 0 .e: + T .y )dy.dx (Internal, Strain Energy) p.. 2 .., x x y y xy xy 
XY 
- J (X .• ti. + Y .• v. + X .• u .- + Y .• v .)dx (Edge Forces) 
J.J. J.J. J.J JJ 
x 
-J J (X. u + Y. v)dy.dx 
XY 
In matrix notation:-
U = -2h J J e:T.D .e:.dy.dx - J (u.v.u.v.) p p J.J.JJ 
XY X 
'· 
~ J I tu v) • [ x j dx. dy -













Equation (2.11) is expanded term by term in its three natural subdivisions. 
The following substitutions are also made to avoid unnecessary complication:-
E 
d x = ( 1 - \) \) ) x 
x y 
E 
d = y (2.12) y ( 1 - \) \) ) 
x y 
\). E 
d = x y xy (1-\)\)) 
x y 
Expansion of Internal Strain Energy Term 
Only an outline of the process is given as it involves excessive arithmetic. 
(a) Expansion of D • e. p 
( b) Evaluation of T e • 
(c) Multiplication of T e .D .• e. p 
(d) Integrating with respect to y, across the strip. 
(e) Using the Principle of Minimum Potential Energy, the first variation 
of U with respect to the displacements involved ( u., v. , u., v.; p i i J J 
ui, vi, uj, vj) must be catculated and equated to zero. 
The first variation of u with respect to u. wilt be a partial p i 
differentiation of u with respect to u.' which must be multi-p i 
plied by the first variation of U. itseU', i.e. &u .• 
i i 
The process is repeated for each of the displacements mentioned which 
have first variations &u!, 5v! , &u '· and 5v' .• 
i i J J 
(f) The resuit of the process ouitined in (e) above is then sorted into· 
three matrices; a row vector invotving the first variations of the 
displacements (1 x 8), a squa~~ non-symmetrical, matrix involving the 
etements of equation (2.12), G, and bas well as the constant h 
• (8 x 8) and a column vector involving the displacements (8 x 1). 
(g) The non-symmetricai(8 x ~matrix is subdivided into four(4 x 4) matrices 
(K, L, Mand MT) as given in Appendix 'A'. 
(h) Substituting (2.5) and grquping gives: (The ti 
used to indicate a part of the totat oU ). p 
prefix to 
l'i&U = Jis'ilT[K.W +M.W 1 ]+51j1 1T[rtw +L.1j1 1 J}ax p t p p p p p p 
x 
Expansion of Edge and Surface Force Terms 
From equation (2 .. 11) the edge force term can be written: 
x. 
l 




&U is p 
(2.13) 
Let the toad vector above be represented by 
approximations to the differentiat equations 
[J]. 
[J] 
When using finite difference 
becomes: 
[J] = [xi 2 . Y. --1. SA x. _.l 2 Y. ]·.· T __!:. SA. 
where SA is the distance between nodes in the tongitudinat direction. 
The surface force terms are required, for anatysis purposes, to be proportioned 
and ptaced on the adjoining strip edges. Thus att in-ptane surface toads can be 
inctuded in the J matrix above. Thus edge and surface forces may be repre-
sented by: 
L'iU = - J WT • J. dx. p p . (2. 14) 
x 
The first variation of L'iU with respect to the disptacements contained in 
ljlT is: p 
p 
6L'iUP - - J filjl~.J.dx. 
x 
Integration with Respect to the Variable X 
(2. 15) 
'· Equations (2.13) and (2.15) are added giving the totat expression for the first 
variation of Totat Potentiat Energy f'.or one strip, i.e. 
(2. 16) 
Integration of term invotving lby parts 
10 •. 
a 
5U = 5'i'T[MT.ljl + L.'11 1 ]1 + l&'i'T[-(MT.w, + L'i'") + (K.'i' + M'i'') - J]dx p p p p 0 ~ p p p p p 
x 
5'11~ is an arbitrary disp"Lacement vector which can be. zero or any smal..1.. finite 
quantity depending on the boundary conditions prescribed. ·For the Total. Poten-
tial.. Energy to be a minimum, U is differentiated with respect to the gener-p 
al..ised displ..acements, one at a time and each must be zero, hence: 
(2. 17) 
and 
r5'i'T[ - (MT.'i'' + L.'i'") + (K.'i' + M.1+'') - J]dx = 0 J' p p p p . p (2. 18) 
x 
Equation (2.17) is a boundary condition equation which must be satisfied at 
x = 0 or x =a. Equation (2.18) represents the strip section away from the 
boundaries where the displacement vector, &'i'T is generally non-zero, and hence p 
for equation (2.18) to be satisfied, the integrand must be zero, giving: 
(2. 19) 
-1.'ll'p' +(M-.MT).1+'' +K.ljl -J = 0 p p 
2. 2 BENDING STIFFNESS OF STRIP 
Consider a strip cross-section as shown in Figure 2.3 below: 
th . 




Al..l possible displacements of this cross-section which cause bending or twisting 
stresses can be represented by combinations of the followi~g displacements. The 









,l ( 1) [ 1 + 2(~) 3 -· 3(~) 2 ] wi v4~ = y qi = 
I 
+-.Q qi ( 2) -t- y = [(X)3 _ 2(,;y)2 + (.Y) J b.8. b b b ]. 
I 
I ~y =I- ~ qi ( 3) = [3(~) 2 - 2(~) 3 ] wj 
I 
r 
e· D~ 1 y qi ( 4) [ ( .Y) 3 (~)2 ] b.8j .. = b 
Figure 2.4 z 
As with the in-p"Lane disp"Lacements, it is convenient to separate the x and y 
dependence and make the edge disp"Lacements functions of x a"Lone. The dis-
p"Lacement of any point on the strip surface is then given by the summation of 




ub = [w.(x) 8.(x) w.(x) 8.(x)]T ]. ]. J J (2.22) 
The curvature disptacement retationship for thin p"Lates may be written: 
[ 
·a2w - ·a2w · 2-iw f 
x = . - ox2 I - 0Y2 l ax. oy · (2.23) 
and the re"Latfonship between moment and curvature may be expressed as 
'· 








D D1 0 x 
D = D1 D 0 y 
0 0 D 
xy 














121 1 - \! . \! ) \ . x y 




The Total, Potential, Energy for bending forces acting on a finite strip can be 
written: (the subscript b indicates bending consideration) 
- t r I \M .-1 +·M .-1 + 2M .-1-) 
~x y x rx y ry xy rxy 
a 
- r (M • 8 + M • 8 + Q. w )dx 
~o xx y yy x 
dy dx - r r w. p. dy dx 
..:X"Y 
\2.27) 
Rewriting equation 2.27 with the surface toad expression inctuded in the nodal, 
toad expression; and using matrix notation (Shear Strains have been negtected) 
or 
= t l J. X T. D. X dy dx 
"X y 
When use is made of finite differences~. toading terms become 
which are performed when fi l, Ung out the wad matrix. Thus 
ptaced by a matrix E, which at present requires no further 




can be Cb. p. re-
definition. 





(2.28) are both tedious and voluminous. An outline of the process is:-
(a) Muttiplication of D and x. 
, , . T (b) Evaluation of X . 
(c) Pre-multiplying the result from (a) by that from (b). 
(d) Integrating with respect to y and eva~uating the intergrand from 
0 to b. 
(e) Differentiating with respect to each disptacement present ( w
1
., 8., w., 
1 J 
ej;. wj_, 8j_, 
(f) Grouping the 
w '· ' e '· ; w'! ' 81! ' w" 81!) . J J 1 1 j' J 
result to give: 
r "T " 'T ' T T " 5Ub = J (&u [A.u + B.u] + &u [C.u J + l)u [B .u + D.u - E]) dx (2.29) 
x 




T(A.u11 + B.u)la - [5uT[A.u"' + B.u')la - J 5uT(A.u1111 + B.u")d:X:]J 
0 0 x 
T a 




r T T + .J £,u (B .u" + D. u - E) .dx 
x 
· 'T · T Grouping (2.30) as products of l)u , and 5u· 
' T la . T "' I a 5Ub = 6u [Au"+ Bu] - 5u [Au + (B - C) u'] 
0 0 





Using the same reasoning as in formutating equations (2.19), to satisfy the 
requirements that Total Potential Energy be a minimum:-
6u
1
T[A.u" + B.uJ\a 
0 
a 





A. u"" + (B - C + BT) u" + D. u - E = 0 
(2.32) 
14. 
2.3 COMBINATION OF IN-PLANE AND BENDING FORCES 
The in-plane and bending stiffness matrices have been deyeloped separately as 
there ·is no connection between the two systems of forces. ·In the combination 
of these two sets of forces, matrices are simply enlarged with a separate 
space for each system. This is shown in Figure 2.4 below. 
u. V. w. e. u. V. W. e. 
J. J. J. J. J J J J 
-- I u. 
I J. In-Plane 0 In-Plane 0 
I v. J. 
I 
I W. J. 
0 Bending I 0 Bending 
I e. { J. 
-- ----
--t--- ------
I u. J In-Plane 0 I In-Plane 0 v. I J 
·1 
W. 




All strip stiffness matrices are now (8 x $), compared with (4 x 4) previously. 
The governing differential equation for a single finite strip is composed of 
the summation of the last equations of (2.19) and (2.32). 
In general terms, this summation can be expressed 
0: D" II + ~ D Ill + "I D" + £ DI + ' D = A. (2.33) 
15. 
where: 0: = A 
~ = 0 
"( = (B - C + BT) - (1) (2.34) 
(M - MT) e: = 
' 
= (D + K) 
A. = (E + J) (Appendix B) 
The ful,1, o:, y, e:, C and A. matrices are simp"Ly an addition, as indicated in 
Figure 2. 4; and are given in Appendix C. 
With ~ = O, (2. 33) becomes:-
o: D"" + yD" + £ D' + C D = A. (2.35) 
2.4 TRANSFORMATION MATRICES 
Equation (2.35) is on"Ly suitab"Le for so"Lving f"Lat p"Late prob"Lems. The Trans-
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Z{w) FIG.2.6 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The angte ¢ is measured from the main-axis direction to the tocat-axis 
direction. This angte is considered positive if ctockwise and negative if 
anti-ctockwise. The Y' axis is paraU.et to the strip and in the direction 
of increasing node number. 
Consider Figure 2.6; the toca1, axis disp"Lacements can be derived from gtoba"L 
disp"Lacements: (Let 1,ocat axis disp1,acements be indicated by a prime) 
u' = u 
v' = v cos ¢ + w sin ¢ (2.36) 
w' = - v sin ¢ + w cos ¢ 
ei = e. 
Or in matrix form: 
u' 1 0 0 0 u 
v' 0 Cos ¢ Sin rJ 0 v R.D = • = 
w' 0 -sin ¢ Cos rJ 0 w 
e• 0 0 0 . 1 e 
This is the Trarisformation Matrix for one edge of the strip; for both edges, 
the matrix is dupUcated.thus:-
T = 




Fotiowing the normal, transformation procedures, equation (2.35) is written: 
(2.38) 
This equation makes possib1,e the so"Lution of folded p"Late probtems. A is the 
1,oad matrix where noda1-g1,oba1, toads are substituted. The matrices D"", D" 
arid D' have g1,oba1, finite difference appro.x:lmations to the differential, 
equation a tong the "Length of the strip:· 
17. 
2. 5 FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS 
The finite difference approximations to the differentia1, equation atong a 
noda1, 1,ine are derived as for beam etements. A1,1, the boundary conditions 
required in equations (2.19) and (2.32) are satisfied by the use of standard 
Operator Patterns as given in Appendix D. 
The three boundary conditions which occur in this type of structure are; 
rigid 1,y fixed, simp 1,y supported and guided. Each of the four disp 1,acements 
(u, v, w, 8) must be given an operator pattern for each of the above cases. 
The disptacements v and w become interchanged for a strip on edge, and for 
any strip which makes an ang1,e to the g1,oba1, co-ordinate system there is the 
corresponding reciprocation between these two disptacements. Thus v and w 
disptacements must a1,ways have the same operator patterns. The operator 
pattern for the 8 disptacement has the same form as the w disptacement. 
The u disptacement may be either fixed or free. The free operator pattern 
is derived for a simp1,e rod etement having the same vatues of disptacement 
beyond the boundary as at the boundary node. 
The three cases are as fottows:-




Sim12t;y Su1212orted: u Free 
v Simpty Supported 
w Simpty Supported 
8 Simpty Supported 














2.6 ·EXTENSION OF EQUATION (2.39) FOR COMPUTER USE. 
Consider the fotiowing folded plate structure shown in Figure 2.7. 
·:. :. 
X{u) 
Z(w) 1 FIG.2.7 
Steps in the sotution of nodat disp1.acements are:-
(a) Matrices a, y, E and ( in equation (2.38) are evatuated. 
(b) The transformation matrices and their transposes are caicuiated for each 
strip. 
(c) ·Matrix muUipUcation yields the fottowing condensed form of equation 
(2.38) for each strip:-
(AL) D'"' + (FA) D" + (EP) D' + (ZE) D = 'A. 
(d) To compite this equation for the complete cross-section the matrices are 



















Notes: 1. Each smatt btock represents a (4 x 4) matrix; with correspon-
ding u, v, w and e disptacements. 
2. The (8 x 8) matrix covering nodes 1 and 2 represents the first 
strip going from node 1 to 2, the second (8 x 8) btock repre-
sents the second strip going from node 2 to 3, and so on. 
3. The strip going from node 5 to 7 is broken into (4 x 4) 
matrices and is ptaced as shown by the shaded squares. 
(e) The Finite Difference approximations run atong the strip boundaries and 
atways represent gtobat disptacements. The totat equation to be sotved 
is shown in Figure 2.9. 
(f) The combined stiffness matrix is found by the addition of att components 
in the equation under s~ep (c). 
(g) The nodat toads are represented in vector form (~). 
(h) When compiting the stiffness matrix [K], the cross-section matrices 
are derived for the unit strip "Length, onty a portion of these 
matrices must be considered. Thus the vatue S/(Number of cross-sections) 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.7 STEPS IN SOLUTION OF STRESSES AND MOMENTS FROM DISPLACEMENTS 




where the strip is envisaged as going from node 1 to node 2. 








=d ou+d av 
xy ox y oy 
M' = x 
2 2 
M' = - [D 0 w + D 0 WJ 
y 1 ax2 y 0Y2 
2 
M' = D 2 .2...JL 






C H A P T E R 3 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
3.1 Numerical Examples 
This chapter contains various numerical examples to illustrate the various 
displacement, stress and force resutts as obtained from the computer program. 
The results of the first example are compared with those obtained by using 
conventional beam theory, while the more complicated examples are compared 
with the redults obtained by other researchers in the same field. 
EXAMPLE NO. 1: 
This example was chosen to iltu.strate the three different boundary 







Thick wal.led box section as shown. 
12,000 m 
Simply supported - simply supported. 
Uniforml.y distributed load of 9,96 kN/m. 
Young's modulus \X and Y): 31,0E09 
Poisson's ratio \X and Y): O,OO 
Program C.P.U. time 1 min 6 sec. 




















10 1/10 1,933-04m 
8 218 6,406-05 







6 4/6 . I - 1,933-04 
4/-1 I - 1,933-04 I 
5/-9 I - 1,924-04 I 
6/-10 I - 1,933-04 I I 
shear lag + 8,620-07 
FIG.3.4 
Ex. 1b 
Cross-section As in example 1a. 
Span 12 ,000 m 
Boundary conditions Simply supported - Guided. 
Loading Uniform.Ly distributed Load of 9,96 k:N/m. 
Young's Modul.us \X and Y) : 31,0E09 .• 
Poisson's Ratio \X and Y) : O,OO. 
Program C.P.U. time 58 sec. 
\r'ertical deflection 





4 5 6 7 
I 
I I 
16,79 20,48 22,78 23,56 mm 




_ crx on centre line of horizontal strigs 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
r===+==II I I J I 
. I 1 l ! I I 
> (2gm. 0.08 1,83 3,41 4,64 5,53 6,05 6,42 MPa 
.cal. 0.00 2,01 3,65 4,92 5,83 6,38 6,56 MPa 
.. (-2,13°/o} 
FIG3.6 
·Shear stress distribution 2m from l.h. end 
0,207 
0,367 










Young's ModuLus \X and Y) :. 
0,239 
0,213 






As in exampte 1a 
12,000 m. 
Fixed - Simpty supported. 
Uniformty distributed toading of 9,96 kN/m. 
31,0E09. 
Poisson's Ratio \X and Y) : O,OO .. 










1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I I l~l I , I 
I29ffi 0,00 0,204 0,491 0,674 0,651 0,404 0,00 mm 
m 0,00 0,134 0,418 0,642 0,597 0,!+02 0,00 mm 
(+4,98°/o) (+9,05°/o) 
FIG.3.8 
crx on centre line of horizontal striQS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
" ~ 
I' 
~I I I 
~ 1. '?" I ~~ _o:;..; 
-.......; --,----r- I 
·-Qgm. -1,382-0,451 0,306 0,721 0,795 0,526 0,085 MPa 
. --cal. -1,640- 0,455 0,364 0,820 0,911 0,637 0,000 MPa 
(-12,07°/o) (-12,73°/o) 
FIG.3.9 
u disQlacement curves ( x direction) · 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I I '~1-----T I 9 I 
l~c,· 
--o 
. . . . ~·l 
EXAMPLE NO. 2: 
This example is an open cett, thin wal,1,ed continuous structure. The 
abi l,i ty of the theory and program to cater for an interior si..i.pport is 
ittustrated. Longitudinal, stresses and transverse bending moments 
are compared with other pubtished work. 
Reference : F.W. Beaufait; Anatysis of Continuous Fol,ded 
Ptate Surface, A.S.C.E., Dec. 1965. 
27. 
A.C. Scordel,is and K. Lo; Anatysis of Continuous 





Young's modutus \X and Y) 
Poisson's ratio \X and Y) 
Program C.P.U. time 
As shown in Fig. 3.11. 
24,38 m and 19,507.m. 
: Simpty supported - Simpl,y supported with interior 
support. 
UniformLy distributed toad of 3832 N/m2• 
2,52443 E 10 N/m2• 
o,oo. 




9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
_·,.;: .. ··.···:· . .,. 
. ~·. ·:;-- -' 
. ·~_.:," 
,. 























Section All has 2 strips 
Section BC has 2 strips 
Section CD has 4 strips 
Section D to centre tine has 2 strips 
OnLy ha1f the cross-section was anatysed, the rotations and "La.teraL disp"La.ce-
ments at the node on the centre tine were zeroed. 
Longitudinal distribution of transverse moment on 






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
o Program A Beaufait 








1 Transverse bending moment at section 3 
• 
• . ·-8 . r---+------:--+------:---+---t----t---..,..-i~--+---+-___,.~ 
I 




c. l._D~~-----li---+--+++--C ---'-B --+---
2 1---t--~~~'=-:--T-+t------:--t------ir---+-~-t----:---t 
A Beaufait · 
(j)Scordelis & Lo 
FIG 3.14. 
oX on foldline D 




0 Scordelis & Lo 
FIG3.15. 
30. 




-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
MPa Section 3 
. 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
Section 9 
& Beaufait 




EXAMPLE NO. 3: 
The structure shown is an open ·ce11, thin wa 1,1,ed trans"La.tiona 1, shel,1, 






Ydung' s modutus {X and Y) 
Poisson's ratio (X and Y) 
Program C.P.U. time 
A. de Fries-Skene and A.C. Scordetis; Direct 
Stiffness Sotution for Fotded P"La.tes, A.S.C.E., 
August, 1964. 
Y.K. Cheung; Fotded Plate Structures by Finite 
Strip Method, A.S.C.E., Dec. 1969. 
As shov.n in Fig. 3. 
30 ,480 m 
Simpty supported - Simpty supported. 
Ridge t.ine 1,oading as shown in Fig. 3. 17. 
13,795 EO 9 N/m2• 
0 ,oo. 
2 min ~B sec. 
11154 






A11 p"La.te e1ements were divided into 2 strips each. The C.P.U. time given is 
for the ana1ysis of the complete str~cture. The program, however, is quite 
capab1e of ana1ysing one quarter of ;such "two way symmetrica1" structures. 
•. 




~x at midsgan 











Transverse moment at midsj:2an 
10 a b c d 
5 
, dotted: Ref.16 
-10 r----"----------------i FIG. 3.20 
- ... 
Plate membrane shear at sup12ort 
a b c d. 
0 
0, 1 t--\':--t--~----'---CJ-----4 
MN/m dotted: Ref .16 
0,2 ~=..:.cy.;; 0"'"--+-----1 















a b c d 






3.2 Discussion of Resutts 
In examp"Le 1, the box beam webs and flanges were kept relativety thick so as 
to reduce the effect of secondary stresses and so make the comparisonwith 
simp"Le beam theory reatistic. 
In a11 cases the deftection and bending stress curves were within acceptab"Le 
Limits. Fig. 3.4 shows that the method of anatysis is capabte of detecting 
shear lag, which is important in the anatysis of thin wat"Led box structures. 
Fig. 3.7 shows shear stresses in the beam near the supports. The computer 
anatysis overestimates these stresses at the ends of the structure and it 
was found that extrapolating the resutts for nodes near the ends gives 
acceptabte answers. Fig. 3.10 shows the form of the in-plane u displace-
ment for the propped canti"Lever case. It can be seen that the stope of this 
displacement with respect to the tongitudinat axis is zero at the right hand 
support, fu1fi11ing the requirement of zero stress at the boundary 
(ax * dx cm/ox). 
Examp"Le 2 was compared with pubtished work. It shows that the method is 
quite capab"Le of deating with internat supports and gives reasonabty accurate 
resutts. The vatues, as ptotted, indicate that there is a fairty targe 
range between resutts obtained by Beaufait and those obtained by Scordetis and Lo. 
Fewer nodes were used in the tongitudinat direction than in the two references 
and thus it was net possib"Le to compare resutts at exactty the same cross-
sections. The number of cross-sections was 1imited by practicat considerations 
and the maximum array size handted by the computer. 
Fig. 3.13 shows that Beaufait's sol.ution has a retativety high transverse 
moment over the internat support. (Cross-section 6). The exact nature of 
the support is not described in the titerature, but Scordetis gives a very 
smatt bending moment at this section., indicating a diaphragm type support. 
The present anatysis atso makes use of a diaphragm type support, and is 
capabte of simulating any type of internat fixity. 
•, 
Fig. 3.14 shows the transverse bending moment at Section 3. The resutts 
agree reasonabty wett except at fotd tine B, where the bending moment is 
substantiatty more but sti11 within acceptabte design timits. 
"'·,. 
36 .• 
Examp"Le 3 shows essentia"L"Ly the same variab"Les as examp"Le 2. The accuracy 
of the resuits, compared with pub"Lished work, is a"Lso approximate"Ly the 
same~ 
,· 
.. , ...... · 
.. 
C H A P T E R 4 37. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter contains general, conc1,u~ions in respect of the method of anatysis 
and its app1,ications. The main points of interest which arose with the 
apphcation of finite differences are discussed, as we1,1, as computer impti-
cations and advantages over the more usual, Fourier Series Method are 1,isted. 
4.1 Finite Difference Operator Patterns 
The patterns emp1,oyed in the computer program are given in Appendix D. The 
fo 1,1,owing facts governed, the choice of patterns and the resutting accuracy. 
\a) The hatf-band width of the stiffness matrix is three times the 
number of degrees of freedom per cross-section. This is because 
five point central, difference operator patterns were used for 
the fourth derivative, of which onty the central, and right hand 
vatues were actua1,Ly used in the anatysis. Thus these three 
vatues, which determine the stiffness matrix band-width, are the 
minimum required for the fourth derivative. 
\b) The various strip stiffness matrices and their muLtipl,iers are 
as fo 1, Lows: -
Matrix Symmetry Mu Ltip her Symmetry 
a; Symmetrical, D" II Symmetrical, 
"( Symmetrical, D" Symmetrical, 
£ Skew-Symmetrical, D' Skew-Symmetrical, 
c Symmetrical, D Symmetrical, 
It is noticed that every matrix that is symmetrical, must be mul,tipl,ied 
by a symmetrical, muitipUer and vice-versa. This dictates that no 
odd pattern may be inserted at the end of the structure to increase 
accuracy, as it woul,d not be compatib1,e with the rest of the 
mul,tipLier matrix. The maximum number of val,ues that are actual,1,y 
used.in these mul,tipl,ier matrices are 1,imited to three, as more 













\c) The values in the scalar matrix \D) may only be different from 1.0 
at the extreme ends of the structure. This is because boundary con-
ditions need only be satisfied at the ends of the structure. 
\d) The in-plane u displacement boundary condition is satisfied by 
using the fact that the longitudinal stress is zero at the free 
edge. The longitudinal stress is given by: 
0 
x 
= d OU + d ov. 
x ox xy ey 
Since the second term makes only a small contribution, and none at 




..L d -:,, • 
T X OX 
At the free edge, o = O, which impLies that au/ax must be 
x 




end of structure-+----' 
I 
--------·--------_,_------------___;---------------x 
l.l. l. 0 r r.r. 
\e) The final stresses are calculated from the displacements obtained, 
and it was found that small differences in corresponding displacements 
resulted in unacceptably large differences in stresses. Thus it was 
absolutely necessary to use operator patterns which gave very good 
symmetrical displacements. 
\f) External reactions and other forces not given in the computer analysis 
can be readily calculated using the. correct finite difference operator 
pattern together with the displacements given. 
39. 
4.2 Computer Program Implications 
(a) The computer program, as written, uses a large amount of core storage 
because of the necessarily broad band width of the stiffness matrix. 
However, the sol.,ution time compares very favourably with those given 
in the references listed. (This may be because the computer used, 
UNIVAC 1106, is a rel..ativel..y high speed machine). 
(b) A smal.,1., amount of core storage is required for the CA, CG, CE and 
CZ matrices, and the finite difference val..ues are stored as 
. efficientl..y as possibl.,e. This method can hence be used on a fairl..y 
smaU core machine if the formation of the stiffness matrix is 
altered so that bl.,ocks of figur:es are transferred to disc storage 
and are Later recal.. Led- as required. 
(c) Tapering members can be given an equival..ent thickness which 
corresponds to an identical.. second moment of area. 
4.3 Advantages over Fourier Series Method 
The method of using finite differences together with the normal. finite strip 
concept has distinct advantages over the use of Fourier Series. These ·are: 
(a) The gLobal.. displacements are sol..ved directl..y, as compared with the 
Fourier Series Method where substantial..1,y smal..Ler cal..cul..ations are 
done repeatedl..y and added, giving the required disp1acements. Up 
to seventy, and more, harmonics are used in the papers referred to. 
(b) Point Loadings are distributed over one nodal. 1..ength, this wil..l, give 
more accurate answers than using a number of Fourier Series harmonics. 
(c) Different boundary conditions are empLoyed without any difficul,ty 
and are rel..atively easil..y understood. 
(d) Interior supports al..ong the 1..ength .. of a structure may be as numerous 
as desired. Fourier Series be.yomes impractical.. for more than three 
spans. 
(e) This method may a"Lso be used for strips of non-uniform thickness in 
the Longitudinal.. direction, i.e. cut~outs and the ehange of thickness 
r 
of members over supports. This simpty teads to the necessity of 
catcutating and storing CA, CG, CE and CZ · matrices for as many 
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' I APPENDIX A: 
STIFFNESS SUB-MATRICES \In~Ptane Forces) 
[K] = G .h 0 - G .h b . b 
0 d h 0 y b 
. h 
0 G h -G-b b 
0 - d h 0 yb 
[L] d bh 0 d bh = x 6 x 3 
0 G bh 3 0 
d bh 0 d bh 
x 6 x 3 
0 bh 0 G-6 
[M] = 0 - G .h 2 0 
- d h 0 - d h 
xy 2 xy 2 
0 G h 2 0 
d h 0 d h 






















42. . t 
-~ -. 
··- .. ·~ -· 





STIFFNESS SUB-MATRICES (Bending Forces) -
13b D 11b2D 9b D 13b2D [A] = .x x . x x 35 210 70 420 
11b2D b3D 13b2D b3D 
x X· x __ x 
210 ~ 420 140 
9b D 13b2D 13b D 11b2D 
-~ x x - x 
70 420 35 210 
13b2D b3D 11b2D b3D 
x x X· __ x 
420 - 140 - 210 105 
6D 11D · 6D 1 ~ [BJ = 1 1 
- 5b ----10 5b 10 
~ _ 2b D1 ~ b D1 
10 15 10 30 
6D1 ~ 6D 1 11D1 
--5b 10 5b 10 
~ . b D1 D1 2b D1 
10 30 10 15 
24D 4D 24D 4D 
. [c] xy _..El. xy _.:£l. 
- 5b 10 5b 10 
4D 8bD 4D 4bD 
_£l. xy _£l. xy 
10 ' 15 10 30 
24D 4D 24D 4D 
xy 
_EL xy _£l. 
5b 10 5b 10 
4D 4bD " 4D 8bD 
_£l. xy 
--1I1L xy 






44. 1 t 
r 
l 
12D 6D 12D 6D t 
[DJ = _J_ _::J.. --11. _J_ I b3 b2 b3 b2 
6D 4D 6D 2D - ! I 
_::J.. _::J.. _J.. _::J.. 
b2 b b2 b 
12D 6D 12D 6D 
_ ___:r . _::J.. 
--11. _::J.. 
b3 b2 b3 b2 
. 6D 2D 6D 4D 
_::J.. _::J.. 
- _J.. _:I. 
b2 b b2 b 
[A] = N u (Force) 
N/m v (Force per unit l.ength) 
N/m w (Force per unit l.ength) 




45. I I APPENDIX C: 
J 
ex' Y' £ and C MATRICES b p 
·i 
TRE ex MATRIX l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O· l 
13b D 11b2n 9b D 13b2D I 
0 0 ' x x 0 0 x x f 35 210 70 420 
11b2D b3D 13b2D b3D 
·~ 
0 0 x ---!.· 0 0 x 
__ x I 210 105 420 140 
·~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9b D 13b2D 13b D 11b2D 
0 0 x x 0 0 x x .~ 70 420 35 210 Ji 
' 
13b2D b3D 11b2D b3D 
' f 
0 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE e:. MATRIX 
-
hd hG hd 0 ·hG _EL 0 0 0 _EL 0 0 
- 2 + 2 -- -2 2 
hG hdx hG hd 
+--_EL 0 0 0 - - _EL 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
hd hd 
0 hG +_EL 0 0 0 hG _EL 0 0 --2 2 2 2 
hG hd hd 
+-+_EL 0 0 0 hG _EL 0 0 0 2 2 - 2 + 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





THE C MATRIX 
·-
,_ 
Gh 0 0 0 
-
Gh 0 0 0 b b 
d h d h 
0 J_ 0 0 0 _...:L 0 0 b 6 
12D 6D 12D 6D 




b3 2· 3 2 b b b 
6D 4D 6D 2D 
.. 0 0 __.:£_ -1L 0 0 - -1L -1L b2 b b2 b 
Gh 0 0 0 Gh 0 0. 0 --b b 
d h d h 
0 - J_ 0 0 0 _L. 0 0 b b 
12D 6D 12D 6D 




b3 b2. b3 b2 
6D 2D 6D 4D 
0 0 -1L _]/_ 0 0 
-
-1L __.::£_ 






FINITE DIFFERENCE OPERATOR PATTERNS [ 
Note: 1. SA is the spacing between cross-section nodes. 






i.e. ~ 1 [ 1 Y1 + 0 Yo + 1 yR] = 2SA -dx 
2 £..x 1 






_1_· [ 1 Y11 - 4 Y1 + 6.yo - 4 YR + 1 yRRJ 
dx4 SA4 
4th DERIVATIVE (+ SA4) 
Simply Supported Ends Fixed Ends 
© 0 0 © 0 0 
o CD -4 1 0 (j) -4 . 1 
0 -4 ~ -4 1 0 -4 (§:) -4 1 
1 -4 ~ -4 1 1 -4 ~ -4 1 
Guided Ends 
0 -4 1 
-4 (j) -4 1 
1 -4 ~ -4 1 
1 -4 ~ ~4 1 
1 -4 ~ -4 0 
1 -4 @ 0 
0 0@ 
l, 
1 -4 ~ -4 1 
1 -4 ~ -4 1 
1 -4 ~ -4 1 
1 -4 (j) -4 
1 -4 G) 
1 -4 ~ -4 1 
1 -4 ~ -4 0 
1 -4 G) {} 
0 0 © 
2nd DERIVATIVE (+ SA2) 
Simply Supported Ends 
@o 
0@ 1 
1 @ 1 
Guided Ends. 
e 1 
1 @ 1 
1 @ 1 
1 @ 1 
1 
1 © 0 
o@ 
@ 1 
1 @ 1 
1 ED 
Function u: Free Ends: 
@1 
1 © 1 
1 @ 1 
1 @ 1 




0 @ 1 
1 @ 1 
Function u: 
© 0 
0 @ 1 
1 © 1 
'· 
1 © 1 
Fixed Ends 
1 @) 0 
o@ 
1 @ 1 
1 © 0 
o@ 
50. 
1st DERIVATIVE (+ 2 SA) 
Simply Supported Ends 
©1 
-1 © 1 
. -1 © 1 
Guided Ends 
@o 
-1 © 1 
-1 ® 1 
-1 @ 1 
-1 © 1 
-1 © 
1 ® 1 
-1 © 1 
o@ 
Function u: Free Ends 
8)1 
-1 © 1 
-1 © 1 
-1 © 1 





0 © 1 
-1 © 1 
-1 © 1 
-1 © 0 
o@ 
Function u: Fixed Ends 
@o 
0 © 1 
-1 © 1 
-1 ® 1 
-1 © 0 
o@ 
•. 
The following Finite Difference Operator patterns are used in Sub-routine ECHO to 
determine stresses from deflections. 
52. 
2nd DERIVATIVE (f. SA 2) 
@ -5 4 -1 Forward Difference 
1 ·@ 1 Ce:ritra 1 Difference 
-1 ·4 -5 @ Backward Difference 
1st DERIVATIVE (+ 2 SA) 
@ 4 -1 Forward Difference 
-1 © 1 Central, Difference 
1 -4 0 Backward Difference 
''I. ! . 
·.' 
·•, 
. A P E N D I X E: 53 • 
FORTRAN V COMPUTER PROGRAM 
'· 
*The strait over which Robert Stephenson built the Britannia. Tubul.ar Bridge 
in 1850 .• 
54. 













2 c ·······················••*•••················~···················· 3 C •MENAI• PROGRAM TO SOLVE TRA~~LAT!ONAL SHELL STRUCTUR~S 
4 c THE FrNrTr STQ!P Y(TH~D CF A~ALYSIS IS USEC 
5 c cuer: POLYNOMIAL ~ISPLAC~~ENT FUNCTIONS ARE USED ACROSS THE STRIPS 
6 .. c roR THE NORP-IAL DISPLACEMD!TStAND THE IN-PLANE VISPLACEl".ENTS ARE 
7 C VARIED LINEARLY; 
e c FINITE O!FFrRrNCE APPPOXX~ATI~N~ TO THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
9 C ARE US:D ALONG THE LEMGTH ~F THE STRIPS • UNITS ARC ALWAYS NtM•S•• 
lC C ••••••••••••••••••••••••*~••••••••••••••*****~•••••••••••••••••••• 
11 C~MMON/EXT/SKU[44:rl331t5D4CAC44Ct5ltSD2C3(44Cr3l•SDOZEf440l1 
l2 .sc:.C!:l44C,3J rCAClt4rL!4) rCf.H441L14) tCEf44t44Jr 
13 .CZC44~44J.rSIGMAXC130J?SIGMAYl1S:J1TAUXYtl8CJ7 
14 .A~XflSGJtAHYClBDJrA~XYClSDJ 
15 COMMON DDXt3CJtDDY!3CltDS1t3CJt~OXYl3~1•~4(3CJ1D~fJOJ 
16 COMMON FACB1Bt3~),FG!81aeZCJtFEC8,8r3CJ rFZf8t8t3DJ 
17 COM~ON AFAt3r8t3GltAFGl3•3t3Cl.aF£ce,3,30)tAFll8•3•~0J 
18 COMMON SDL!!6t5t6JrS02CE131SJtSDll6r3t6J1S~f6t6J 
19 COH~ON DEXtDEY,DPYtCPy,~G~I9NUH.OLDX,OLDXY,rL"Y 
2C COMMCN MHCt~SKD1~SK81~S31Ct~S2EPC(25CJ 
21 COM~ON NW27tJENOX1JEHUM1~St31)1H~lJl) 
22 COMMON ANG(!CJrSA 
23 COMMON /82/ATqANS 





29 PARAHE'.ER J~1=720 
30 OH!ENSIO~ EDVtJEU 
31 PRINT 541 
32 541 FOR~AT< lHl16C/1tlHCt3CX1Ef"P•'J r/t 
33 .Jlx1••'tl3Xt'MENAI: TRA~SLATICNAL SHELL PROGRAM'tllXt'*'•lt 
34 e3lXr '*'•56Xt '•'r/t 35 ·l1Xr'•'·3X1'DATE: ••••••••• ~ ••••••••• ~ •• ·.2sx.····'· 
36 e31Xt'*'t58Xt'•'t/t 
37 e31Xt'•'t3Xt'PROJECT: ••••• 4••••••••••••••'•27Xr'•'•I• 
JS .31X1·'•'1S8X1'•'1/1 
39 .J1Xt'•'r3Xt 9 CLIENT: ..................... •.2sx.···) 
4C PRINT 567 
41 567 FORMATflH t30X1 9 * 9 t53X1•••,/, 
42 .31X1'*'13X1•GENERAL OESCRIPTI~~ CF ST~UCTURE:•••••••••••••••••••• 
4:! .•,1x,• •• .,,, 
44 ·31Xt'*'tS8Xr•••t/r 
45 • ;31 x' ' •• I 3X I 52 ( ' • ') , 3X, ' ••• ./. 
4E •31Xr'•'r58Xr'•'J 
4~ PR!N• ~~~ 
















EVALUATION OF ELASTIC crNCTAN~S 
... 
PRINT !:42 
Fl)RMAT[lH:,•uALL U_N::::Ts U':°'£~ A~=- N.~.~ •••• , 
WRITE! 5r~ClJ ~EX1'.::EY1:'PX•r':PYt!:G 





































































•' YOUNCS MODULU~ 
• ' p O :r ('. S 0 \I R AT IO 
•' PO!SSON RAT!O 
• ' SHEAR MODULUS 




F-ORHULATICN or THE ~ASIC STIFF~ESS MAT~Ic~s 
CALL FOP.'1A 
TO COMP!L[ THE TRANSFCR~ATION MATRICES FOR !NrIVIOUAL STR!PS 




. 543 FORMA'!"ClHC1•STRIF NO 
.ANGLEfRADJ .. ,/, 
.62('-'i) 
ST,R IP WIDTH ST RIP THICKNESS STRIP 
00 544 I:1,IDNUr-' 
544 w0 :rTEC5r545J IrDBCil1DHCIJtA~GCI> 
. 545 FORMATflHGt4XtI2rllXtF6.3•1CX1F6.319XtFl0.7) 
c 





C TO COMPILE THE FINITE OIFF~ERENCE EQUATIONS, MULTIPLY \.l!TH CA1CG1 





IFCM~fll.~Q.11 PRINT 57C 
IFCMSClJ.EQ.3) PRINT 571 
IFtM~flJ.~Q.5) PRINT 572 
IF(MS(lJ.EQ.7) PRINT 573 
S7C FnRMATClHC1'SOUNDARY cn~OIT!ON AT ST~RT IS FIXED') 
57l FORMAT<lHCr'BOUNDARY COND:rTn'I AT STA~T IS GUIDED•) 
572 FnRMATflH~~·sryu~OARY CONDI·ION AT START IS FREE 9 ) 
57! FORMAT(lHCr•BOU'ICARY CONDZTI~'I AT STA~T !S SIMPLY SUPPORTED'> 
IFt~E<ll.~Q.lJ PRTNT 575 
IrC~E(lJ.EO.!l PRINT 576 
!F("1£(1J .~G.S> PRINT 577" 
r~c~E(lJ.EQ.7) PRI'IT 578 
575 fORMATllHCt'80UNOARY CONCITICN AT EN~ IS FIXE~'> 
576 FOP.MAT(lHOr'BOUNrARY CONDITIO'I AT END IS GUIDED') 
577 FORMAT f 1HCr'90UN~ARY CO!llOIT!ON AT END rs FREE•) 
578 FOPMAT<lH~r'BOUNDARY CONDITION AT ENC IS SIMPLY SUPPORTED'J 
WR!TE(5rS30J SA_· 
SSC FOR~AT(lHCr'NODAL SPACING :•1FG.3t 


































































51J6 FORMAT(1HCi3Sx.•u•.1sx,•v•.14r,•w•.1?x1•THETAlRACJ 1 ) 
PR!N"!' 5£8 
56.8 FCR"AT(lH t26C'-'Jl 
C NUM9tR OF CROSS-SCCTID~S 
K~l0=3•MSKD/MSKS 
C NUMSEq OF NO~ES PER SECTI~N 
K All =~s KS/12 
C ~EGREES CF FR~E~O~ PER SErTION 
KA16=''-SKS/3 
no 549 K:1,KAlO 
W~!TECS.5477 K 
547 f'lRMAT(lH ~SXt!31 
01') ~49 L:1,KAll 
K~12:(K-l>•KA16+L•4-3 
K ai::i::KA12+1 




548 FOR"ATClH 120XtI2t7XrlPEl2.6t6XtE12.Gt6X1E12.616XtEl2.6J 
Slf9 C'JNT!NUE 
c 
C TO SOLVE ~TRESSES IN LOCAL AXES CO-ORDINATES 




550 F~RMATtlHl,'CROSS-SECTIO~ SUB-STPUCTURE NODE•,35x,•LOCAL STRESS~ 
.s•1 
PRINT 551 
551 FOR"ATClH .14lX.'S!GMA-x•.7x,•sIEHA-Y't6Xt'TAU-XY·· 
.1zx,•M-x•,9x,•M-v•.ax,·~-xr•> 
PRINT 569 
569 FORMAT(lH tlltt•-•)J 
DO !55 r:l,JENOX 
W~ITE< St5521 ! 
552 FORHAT(lHC16Xt!2) 
3~ 555 J:lrJENU~ 
WF!!TECS1S53J J 
553 FORMA~tlH 1ZlY.1I2J 




554 FORMATClH t32X1IZr6XslPr11.s.2X1Ell.S12x~r1i.s. 






PROJEC".'•'4E~~.!f l ).CEES 
l COMPIL':P.(XM:3J 
Z SUEROUT!NE DEES 
3 COMMON/EXT/SKUl44~1133J•S~4CA(44CrSJrS02tGt44Ct3)r$0CZEt440)r 
4 .SDlCEf114Cr31 rCA(41!14411CE!l44ttf4J rCEC44t'l4Jt 
S .CZf44r44JrSIG~AXl1801tSIG~AYl18~J,TAUXYfl80)r 
E .A~Xfl80JrAHYCl80J1A~XY<lSCJ 
7 COM~ON O!'.'lX(30JtO~Y(3CJ1C01(30J,~DXYf3r),~Mt1CltDBtJCJ 
8 COM~ON rAC8t813DJ1FG(er8e3CJrrE<S,8tZCJtFZ<8t8t3CJ 
9 ~OMMON AFA!8t8t3CltAFGISe2r!Clt~FE(S,313~1tAFZ(3t3t3CJ 
10 COMMON SC4CE1Sr£l15D~<5t3~6JrSC:C61316JtS0(616J 
l! COM HON DEXt DEY 1DPY.t DP y, ~Gr I'NUth !'.'lLDX 1DLllXY1DL"'t 
12 COMMON MHC1~SKDr~SKB1HS3~~r~SZEPC(25CJ 
13 COM~O~ ~W27tJ~NOXtJENU~rMSC~lJtHEf31l 
lq COMMON ANG(?CltSA 
lS C REA~ EX t EY • POISSO~ X w PO~SSON Y 
16 READ f81lCOJ DEX , DEY • CPX t CPY 
17 lCC FORMAT ( > 
18 · C R[AO NUMBER OF STRIPS IN STRUCTURE ICNUH 
19 R(AOlSrlOll IDNU~ 
:!O 101 FORM AT< J 
21 C READ STRIP THICKN£SS AND WinTH 
2:! C" 102 ! : 11IDNU~ 
23 102 READ (811r3J 'H[!J". rBtIJ 
24 lC3 FOR~A!( l 
25 C IN ORDER OF CALCULAT!ON•SH:nR M~OULUi,LITTLEtDXtOXYt"'Yh 
26 C CAPIHLCOXr!:'YrDlrCXYJ 
27 OG : lOEX+DEYl/(4.•C1.+f~PX•D~Yl/2el) 
28 CLDX : DEX/(1.-CPX•DPYJ 
29 ~LDXY : D 0 X•~FY/l1.-~PX•D?Yl 
30 DLDY ~ CEY/C!.-~P~•~PYJ 
31 O~ 1C4 I : 1t!DNU~ 
32 O~X(IJ: CDLDY.•CH(IJu!.l.1'12. 
33 OOYfil : fDLDY•OHfI>••3.1112. 
34 COlf!): lOLDXY•DHCIJu3.D/12. 
35 .ODXYf!) : CDG•~Ht!l••3.),12• 






2 SUSROUTIN~ FORMA 




1 COMMON CDX(30J1DDY(3ClrDD1C3GJ1rDXY(3CJrOHC3CJ1DBC30J 
S . COM~ON FAl3tS1JClrFGfSr8•3DJ1rEl8•8•3CJ,FZC8•8t30J 



























































FORMULATION OF STIFFNES~ ~ATRICES. THE FAtFG,~ErFZ MATRIC~S ARE 
COMP!LEt rOR o~t ~TRIP AT A TIME IN C~DER GIVEN 
c 
c 
DO l~Q~ !=lt!D~U~ 
THE ALPHA MATRIX ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••• 
FAf3131IJ : 13.•D3l!J•DDXtI)/'5• 
~A(414r!J = oecIJ••3·•DDX(!t/1CS. 
FAt717,IJ: 13.•D~Cil•DOXlIJ/~S. 
FAC8t81IJ = DB<IJ••~.•DDXtIJ/1C5. 
FA14t~•IJ = 11.•D3(IJ••Z.•DDX<I1f21C. 
~A<3141IJ : FA(4t31IJ 
FAf8t7t!) : -11.•D3lIJ••Z4•00X(Il/21D. 
FA<718•Il : FA<B171IJ 
FAC7r4rIJ: 13.•DS<I>••~.•DDX<Il/420. 
FA<417~IJ : FA(7t4r!l 
FAf7131!) : 9.•DBIIJ•DDXCIJ/7r. 
FA(3,71IJ : FA(717rIJ 
FA(8,4rIJ : -OB(IJ••3~•0~XtIJf140. 
~A<4181Il : fA(8r4t!J 
FACSr3t!) : -1J.•0Bl!l••2.•DDXIIJ/42C. 
FAf3r8rIJ : FA(813til 
THE GAMMA M~lRIX ••••••••••••••••••*••••************************** 
F~<ltlt!l : -DHC!J•DLCX•OBt!J/3. 
FGf2r2tI} : -CHl!l•DG•~Blil/3. 
FGC3,3rIJ : -6.•CrltIJ/t5.•08(IJJ-24.•0DXY<IJ/CS.•DBCIJJ 
.-6.•DOlfIJ/IS.•Oa!IJ) 
FGC4r41IJ = -2.•0et!l•D01tIJ/15.-8.•DBt!J•CDXY<Il/15. 
.-2.•0Bt!>•DDlCil/15. 
FGCSe!til : FGCltlaIJ 
FG(;,;,r1 = FG(2r2.!) 
FGC7171IJ : FGC3t~tII 
FG(~rerI> : FGt4r41Il 
FSt4,!eIJ : -OOlCIJ/lC.-q.•DDXYCIJ/!C.-ll·•DDlCIJ/10. 
FGt~t4t!) : FG(4t3r!l 
FSl8t7r!J : DD11Il/1L.+4.•DCXYl!l/1C.+ll.•CClCIJ/1C. 
FGt7r8•I> : FG<8•7tIJ 
F~CS1lrI) = -nHCIJ•DL~X•OBtIJ/6. 
FGfl1SrIJ : FGlSr!til 
FSC6121!J = -~HCIJ•DG•CS<IJ/E. 
FG(2r6,!l : FGf6t2,!J 
FGl713eIJ : 6.•C01CI>lt~.•DBCIJJ+24.•CCXYCIJ/t5.•~B<IJJ 
.+G~•OD!CIJ/CS.•~SCilJ 
FG<3s7rIJ : FGC7• 7 r!1 
FGt7r4rI) : DDlfIJ/lC.+4.•D~XYtI)/10.+0~l(Il/10. 
FGC4t7rIJ : FG(7,q,~) 
60 • 
.. 
;"RIJJ!:C? •MEN A! ( 1 J •ANGLE: 
l C~M0 IL~~(XH:3) 





7 COM~OM ~0X(30J1DDYt3Dlt0~1t30J,~OXY<3CJtDH(3G)t0Bf3C) 
8 COMMON FAC618r3CJrFGt£r8,3QJ,~ElS,S13CJrfZC8r8r3GJ 



































































oousu: PRECISIO~l HR ANS cs.e.3(') 
DOU~LE PR~C!SION ATT~AN(S,Stl~J 
REA~ ANGLr bF STR!P:ANGLE rs ~EASURE~ FRCH ~LOBAL 
Y AX!S TO LOCAL Y AX!SF'R ST~IP,CLOCKWISE ANGLE I~ 
CONS!DEREr P~S!TIVE AND C(IUMTrRCLCCK~EE ANGLE IS CONSI!::EREC 
NEGATIVE.A~GLE IS ENTERE~ IN DEG~EE~ AN~ FRACTION~ OF A 
. CEGREf.ORrER OF ENTRY IS AS F~R THICKNESS ANG WIDTH CARCS 
ONE ANGL£ PrR CAR~ 
~~ 2CCC 1=1,rc~~M 
READ (3t2CC1J ANGfIJ 
FORM A"'C J 
CHANGE ANGLE fO R~DIA~S 
CO 2CC2 I=lrlD~UM 
ANGfIJ : ANGlI)/57.29577951 
CONTINUE 
~ORMULATE TRANSFOq~ATIO~ ~AT~ICES 
00 2CC3 I : l1I~~U~ 
ATRANStlrlril : 1. 
ATRANS<2•2t!J : COSCAttGCIJJ 
ATRANS<Jr3r!J : ATRA~~f2•2tIJ 
ATRANSC4r4r!J: 1. 
ATR~N~fs,c:,n = 1. ATRANSC6rEt!J 
= 
ATIUNS ( Zt:Zt!l 
AT R ~NC) f7, 7, !l = ATRA•tqz.2.n ATRA~SC 8181!) 
= 1. 
ATRANc:t2,:!ril 
= SIN (AYGfH J ATRANSf3t~tI> 
= -~ TRA·~scz,, 3, :::> 
ATRANSC 6171 IJ 
= ATR ANS <2.t3t!J ATRAN«;(71Ct!) 
-
-A TRANSt2-" 31 !> 
FORMULATION OF THE TRA'-:SF\CIR~H' 




HTRANt5tStI> = 1. A TT PAN ( E, E , ! J 
= ATTP.A~CZ•2•!1 ATTRANf7,7tI) 
= HTRA~J (2•2• !J ATTRAN( 81 e.n 
= 1. 
•. 
AT T~ I\ N L3 ':? t ! J = $!N(A~IGU:H ATTRAM( 2t:."1!) 
= 
-.~T ... RA'l [311ZrI> 
ATT~A~'lf~, .. ,!) 
= - a. T TrtAn [ 3•.2• Il 




























































































. . . 62. 
CONTINUE · 
TO ESTAeLISH THE TRANt::FOR"!EC ~LFA MATRICES CATTRAN•'"A*AT°RANSJ 
00 2C2! !1 : ltICNUM 
tn CLEA" TEMP. ~ATR!X A~UM. 
DO 2C:Clf ! : lr8 
:02or4 J=l•S 
A$UMC!rJJ : G • 
. CONTINUE 
TO CO FA•ATRANS=A~U~ 
~O 20CS I2 : 118. 
O~ 2CCS !3 ~- 118 
no 2aos 111 = 1~s 
ASUMCI2rI3l=ASUM(I2tI?l+FACI21I~~IlJ•AT~ANS(!4t!3til~ 
CONTINUE 
TO CL~AR rAC 1t 1!1J SO SA'1E ST:)P.ACE ~AY EE USED FCR AF"A< , rilJ 
,00 2GC 6 L : . l• 8 
::'
11 2006 !1 ·= 1.t 8 
FA t~,M tilJ : O • 
CONT!NU E 
TO DO AtTRAN•ASUM~AFA 
~O 2CC7 !<2 :- lt3 
DO 2007 K3.: 1•8 . .· . . 
D~ 2GC7 K4 : 1r8 · . . · ·. · · . . .· 
AFACK2tK3~IlJ : AFA(K2tK3.IlJ+ATTRANCK2~K4ril~•A$0MCK4tK3J 
CfHITINU E 
CO NH Nu:: 
TO.ESTABLISH THE TRANSFORME~ GAMMA MATR!CESfATTRAN•FG•ATRANSJ 
DO 2008 I! : 1•IDNUM. 
TO CLEAR TEMP. MATRiX ASU~ 
00 2CC9 I - 1•8 
00 20C9 J : 1r8 
ASUMfI,J l : o;. 
CONTINUE 
TO r.o ·FG•ATRAN$:A".U~ 
O~ 2010 I2 = lt8 
~o 2010 I3 : 1.s 
. CO 2C10 i4 = lt9 · " . . 
·A~UMfI2,I:!).: .ASU"lfIZtl!J+FGf!21I4tI!.l•ATRA~~S<Ir+tI3tI1J. 
·coNT!NUE 
·ro CLEAR F(;t, rll> SO s·A~E ~TOr.tAGE MAY 8C" US£0. FOR AF"Gt t 1Ii> 
~O 2Cll L : 1•9 
00 2011 H : l• 8 
F(HL•M•!lJ : O. 
CONTINU~ 
. TO 00 ATtPAN•ASU~ : AFG· 
00 2C12 k2 = ls8 
CO 2012 Kl : 118 
· no 2012 K4 = l • s · · · . . . . 
AFGfK2tK~r Il ). : .AFG (K211(3t!l) :ioA""!'RAtHK2t K4ril J •AStJM( Kii 1K3 J 
coNTINu; 
CONT! NU E 
•, 
TO E'STArLISH THE TRA~lHOR~tO EP~ILCN MATl\!CE$CATTRAN•FE:•ATRANSJ 





Z SU~ROUTIN~ CONTAC 
3 COMMON/[XT/SKUC44Ct133J1Sr4CAf44Ct5JrSD2CGC44Ct31tSDGZEC440J1 
4 .sol~!:( 44Ct3) tCAC44t44ltCGf44t44J 1CEf44144), 
s .Cz(4q,4q1,sIG~AX(l8CJ,SIG~AYC!8[J,TAUXYClSCJ1 
6 .AM~Cl8CJ1AHYC180l•A~XYC18DJ 
7 COH~ON DDXC!CJr00YC3ClrDClC3CJ1~DXY(3CJtOHC3GltDBf30J 
8 COMMON fAt313130JrFGC3r8t3CJ,fEt3.Sr3011fZt8•813Cl 
9 COMMON AFArs .. e,3cJtAF"GC8t8r3[) 1.l\FECS181!CJ1AFZ<St8t3Cl) 
10 COMMO~ ~04t6rStGl1SD2CG1316l1£~lCGr316)1S~C6t6) 
11 . CO~MON OEXrDEY1C~Y10PY1DG1IC~~H1DLOX1DLOXYrCL~Y 
12 COMMON MHCr~SKOtM5K3r~S31CtMSZ~'OC25Gl 
13 CO~MON NW271JENOXtJENU~,M~l!lltMEC31J 










READ A CA 0 D TELLING llHICH AF'CAt3tE OR :n tIDNUM) T".) PICKfLC3 )iAN;, 
ROW O~ COLUMN SU~EER WHERE IT MUST START IN CCA1G1E OR ZJ 






























































CONT REGU!Rf suec:v!SIDN ARE D~~E FIRST 
R~AOt813CC2J LC31LC4 
FORM AH l 
T~ST fOq LAST CAR,_; MUST BE C , 0 TO STOP PRCC~SS 
IF"<LC3.rn.n .ANC. LC4 .Ea. c ] GO TO 3~('6 
~o 3003 Lc1 = i.s 
~O 3CG~ LC2 : lt8 
LC13 : tLC4-l+LC11 
LC1l4 : tLC4-l+LC2J 
CA(LC131LC14l ~ CACLC131LC14J+AFAflC11LC21LCll 
CG( L C13 rL Cl4 l : Ct: CL C13 tLC14 l +AFG CLClr LC21LC3} 
CE(LC!31LC141 : CE<LCl3rLC14J+A~EtLC11LC2,LC3l 
CZ(LC131LC14l : CZCLC131LC14J+AfZCLC11LC21LC3J 
CONTINUt: 
C~NTINUE 
GO TO 3CC5 
CONT!NUE 
PROCE~O WITH •ODD-SALL• PLACEMEN~ 
READ NUMSF."R OF •ore-SALLS· 
REAOf813Clll LCS 
r6't~M ATC J 
!FtLCS .~o. r } GO TO 3007 
THE O~O-BALLS AQE PLACE~ IN QUARTERS:lST LH TCP GUART~R~ 
2ND RH TOP QUARTED;J~D LH SOTTOH QUARTE~4TH RH sor·oM QUARTER 
R~AO A CA 0 D TELLI~G WHICH AF(AtGrE OR Zl CI~NUHJ TC PICK 
CLC6J;ANO ROW(~C7J AND COLUMN NU~9E~<LC81 WHERE IT IS 
TO <;TART ~N CIJMB!NED ~HRIX:THt ROloi ~lUM~~R ww·Rr TO s~ART READING 
IN SUB-MATR!X<LClllAND TH~ COLUMN NUMBER WHERE TO START IN SuS-
~ATP!XtLCl2) 
R~AC(~13CCBJLC6eLC7rLC8rLClltLC12 
TEST FOR l AST CARC ; '1UST BE a. Or Ct Or J To ST OP PRor.:s<; 
InLC6 .EO. G l GC ·c 3007 
FORMATt ) 
~O 30C9 LC9 : lr~ 
00 3CC9 LClC : 114 
LC15 -:: fLC7-1+LC9J 
. L Cl 6 : ( L C 8- l + L C 1 :' J 
LC!7 : (LC9-!+LC11J 











· CACLCl5tLC1£.J : CA(LC151LC16HAFA<LC:7,LC18·,·LC6J 
C~f(Cl5tLC16J : C31LC15tLC16)+A~GILCl7tLC18tLC&l 
·CEILC15t~C16J : CE(LCl~1LC1E)+AIE(LC17tLC18tLC6J. 
CZfLC15tLCl6J - CZlLC15tLCl6J+A~ZILC171LCl8•LC6J 
300~ CONTINUE 









61 S~4rG, 3t3):6. 
62 S'.14C6t4t3J:-4. 
63 S!J4C5t5t3):1. 
611 c F'OU~TH FACT 
65 S04l3t3t4J:6. 
66 S".'4( 3,4,41:-11. 
57 $!)4(4, 3, 111:t.. 
68 s !'.!4 ( 4. 4. 4} :-q. 
69 SD4f4t5t4>=1. 
7C Sn4f5r314J:G. 
71 s "14 t 5 '· 4 ' 41=-4. 
72 S D4 C 5 , 5 t q J :1 • 
73 S04f6t3t4J:G. 
74 S 04 f Et IJ, 4 J :-4 • 
75 c FIFTH FACE 
76 s=4t3,3,s1:1. 
77 SD4flh3t5l=~ • 
78 . SC4f4r41SJ:-2~ 
79 S0415t3r5J:7. 
ac S D4 f 5 r 4, 5 J :-4 • 
81 S!J4f 6• 3,.s1=s. 




86 ,. SECONC CEO IV AT IVE .. 
87 c 
ca c F'IRST FACE 
89 SD2f2t2t!,:•l. 
9C s C-2 ( 2. 3 1 l J =1. 
91 $')2( 5, 2t l):-1. 
92 s !:!2cst3'1 J :1. 
93 c S~COND FACE 
91; S~Z< lr21ZJ:-2. 
95 SD2f1' 3, :1:1. 
96 S!'.'2f 212 tZJ :-z • 
97 s::nr2, 3,21=1. 
98 s 02 ( 3' 2. 2 J =-2. 
99 SDZ< 3, 3,21:1. 
!CC $ ~2 C 4 • 2, 2 J :-z. 
101 S"'2<4r3rZ>=l. 
!C:' S!:!2C 5 t2tZJ:-z • 
lC3 $')2f5t3t2J=l. 
1C4 S02f 6t212J.:-2. 
ms S~Zf Gt 3t 21=1. 
1C6 c TH!OD FAcr-
1C7 SD2f!t2t3J:-2. 
'.!.CS SC2<lr313J:l. 
109 S~2 rz, 2, :n:-2. 
110 S!"2C2r3•3J:l. 
lll S.,Z< 3t ::!t 31:-2. 
I 112 S DZ ( 3 r 3 t3 J :1. 113 sn.zr4, z, :n=-2. 
lllf s ~2 c If' 3 '3) =l • 
• llS snzrs,z,31:-2. .. 
116 s !)2 r s, 3, 3 > :1. 
• i:.1 S:'..'zrs,::,31:-2 .. 
:0.18 S!)2f6t3t3J:1. 





121 S t'2 l,l r 3 '.4 J =l • 
·122 SDZf2t2t·4l::-2. 
12:! s 02 f 2' 3 '4) :1. 
124 $"2(3,2,41:-2 •. 





. 130 . $')2CS12t4l=-z • 
131 ~ 02 ( 0 '3 '4 J :::1 ~ . 
. 13:?. c FIFrr.1 FACE 
1:?3 S ~2 ( :_I 2 I 5} :-2 e 
134 sn2<2,2,s1=-2. 
. 135. . S !'."2 f 2 t 3 I 5 J :1 ~ 
136 S02f3t2r5l=-2. 
137. S!'.!2< 4,z·,51:-2 •. 
: .13S S'.:'2< 4, 3, s1:1 •. 
!!9 sncs,21s1:-2. 
·l'iC s~zr s, 3, 51=1. 
141 $02( 6r21~J:-2 •. 
142 S~2( G, 3, s1:::1. 




irn c FIRST on !VAT IVE 
llf8 c '. 
149 c F'IRST FACE 
150 s:n < 4, ?., i 1=-1. 
151 S~lf4r3HJ.:l. 
152 S'Jlf61311l::1. 
153 ... S~CrtNC F'ACE 
"' 154 sn:.c1,3,z1:1. 
.. 155 s~:.rz,3,21:1. 
1°56' S".)lf3t312J;l. 
157 ·Sr1C4r3r2J:l. 
158 S:>lfSr 3121:1.· · 
159 s t'i ( 6' 3' 2 J ::1. 
l6C c· ·THIRD FA'CE 
.161. St'l< 113131=1. 
162 S1J::.<z,3,31i:1. : 
. '16:? So1< 3,3,3;:1 • 
!,64 . S'.Hf4, 3, 31:1. 
165 S~H 5,3,31:1. · 
166 SOlf Gt 31 3J:1. 
167 c rou~ TH FA~E .. 
· iG8 . S~l<l13.4J:1. 
163 s ~:. i 2 P3' 4 J =! • 
I 
170 SDl< 3t 3t'4l=1. · 
I ,. 171 SQH4t3t4J:1 •.. 172 S".'1( 5, :!1 4l=1. 
17:? S!:IH6, 3t4 J:1. 
1 H c FIFTH FA Cr 
.. ·.17S S!:ll<2t3;5J:1~ 
-l 
··. 176 S~1(4~3,51:1 •. 
. 177 St'lf 5r3t5J ;:1 • 
178 $.!)1( 6. 3, 51:1. 
























































































COPY IN V VALUES 
DO 4018 J:1,3 
MS7:(f I•4-~1+tJ-11•~sql 
.on 4019 K:1,s 
SDIJCAlMS7tKl=Sa4t~S6tK1J) 
CONT !:·Nu E . . 






COPY IN W VALUES 
DO 4C28 J:i. 3 
HS1Q:CfI•4-1J+tJ-1l•~S4J 
DO 4C29 K:lt!i 
S~4CACMSlCJ~l=SD4CHS9tKtJ~ 
CONTINUE 
~I) 4030 L=lt3 
so2ce<Ms1c.L1=s~2cMS91(rJJ 
. SDlCEtMSlC~~1:SJlt~S91LrJ1 
C!'>NTINU E . I 
SDCZECMSlC):SOtMS!1J) 
C1'NTINUE 
cnPY IN TYETA VALUES 
00 4C33 J:l't 3 
MS13=<t!•4)~(J-1J•MS~l 
~o l!C34 K=lrS 
S04CAtHSl3•K,:S04t~Sl21K1JJ 
CONTINUE , 
!JO 4035 L=it3 
S C2CG C MSl3 r.L J :srz (!'!~ l2r Lr JJ 
sn:cttMSl3•L>=SJl(MSl2tLtJ) 




CO NH NU::'. 
ENC OF START!NG.CCNOITIQNS 
"ENCi CONC1I'l0NS 
~O 4C36 !=l •31 . 
TEST FOR LAST ENTRY 
!F CMEl!>~~6.Cl GO TO 4036 
IF(~EtI).EQ.lJ· GO TO. 403~· 
Ir(~£(IJ.EG.3J GO TO lfC39 
IFt~E:til.(0.Sl GO.!O 14041! 






357 · GO TO 4C48 































































































s 04 c A ("' s~ 1 t I< I =s D q ( M $ 26. K. "S28 J 
CONTINU;: . . 
DO 4068 L=la3 
SD 2 ~ G f MS 2 7 ' L l = S ::l2 C ~ S 2 5 t Lt M 52 B J 
s ClCECMS27tU =sr1CMS261L1":S28J 
.·.CONTI NU~ 
s rcz [( MS2 71=sDOIs26 tMS2 8 l 
CONTINU:'. 
C~NTIN~E . . 
EN~ OF END CONDITIONS. 
·. 73 . 
STRUCTURE HUST HAVE AT LEAST.7 MCCES (6 DIVISIONS~ ALONG LENGTH • 




. SA2:~A .. 2 
.SA!=SA•2. 
· c~ 4070 !~ltMSKO 
DO 4C71 J:lt5 
S04CAC!1Jl=~DQCA(!1JJ/SA4 
CONTI NU t 
C!l 4C72 1<=!!3 
SD2CG<IrK1:f02CG(!tKl/SA2 
CONTINUE 




ROWS ANO coLu~NS ARE R£~UCE) TO ZERO IN THr:: ~KU. 
MATR!X TO ALLOW FDR SUPPORT C~NrITIONS. 
READ NUMBER OF RCWS TC BE REtUCEO To ZE~o • 
READt8t44CCl MS31C 
f"ORMAH J 
ROW NJJM6t::PS ro 9[ ZERnEo ARE ENTERED 10 To A CARD IN FRt::E FORMAT 
rIRST IN~ICATE HOW MANY CAR!>S Tc BE i:!EAO. (ZEROES TO BE USED 
TO FILL F!EL!H 
R~AV NUM8E~: OF CARDS TO SE PEAO<MS4ClJ 
R~AOf!t4flCCJ ~$401 
N•~:1 
I~(NN.GT~~S40ll GO TO ~402 
MS4C:3=1C•'l'4~9 
M'!:402=10•NN 
READ< 814fJ~C:t lfo!~ZERO C!:J 1I::l'!~4C31MS4C2} 
NN:NN•1· 
. GO TO &lf1::1 
CONTINUE 
To t:'ACILITATE MAnrx uuLTI""L!CATior..:.rHE soqcA1!rn2::G,aso1cE 
H ATl)!CES HAVE COLUMNS SHIFTED u~ ON L.H. <>IDE or MAIN 

















- Cf !17 CONTINUE 
00 4323 ~=ltM~31: 





































































































OOUBLE ENC VALUE~ OF' LOAOit-!G. 
CIJ 5004 L:l,NW2 
Wllll 1=2 .•WUC LJ 
WVfLJ~2.•tlVCL) 
W II( L J :2 • • WW CL J 
WTHETACLJ:2.•WTHETACLJ 
CONTINUE 
SUBSTITUTE INTO CENTRAL SECTION OF SKUC 1NWZ7> 
NW9:(~$KD-2•NWlJ/NWl 
!l!J SOC 5 M:i, NW 9 
STARTIMG ADDOE~S !N SKU f •NWZ"'I 
NWl.'C:NWl+l 










C~P.lT! NU E 
RLA'D NUMErR OF" NOrES HAVING LIV!' LOACS. 
R~AOf3150C7l NW19 
FORM AT( ) 
NW20 IS NO:JE NtH1!3t.:'R1'Hl21 !S C°CSS-SE'.:TIO~ NUMBER; o~Ht:RS ARE 
GLCBAL LIVE LOADS. 
no so11 r=1,Nw19 
R f:I. D ' 8' 5 c c s ) N w 2 () ( !J • N w 21 (! ) • "' LU c lJ • w L v (I J t w LW n J t w LT t-l E n ) 
f"lR~AT{ l 
CONTINUE 
COPY INTO SKU{ .NW27J 
I =l. 
NW22=f4•NW2CtIJ-3J+t•W21fIJ-ll•NW1 
NW2.3:NW 22+ 1 
NW:!'4=MW22•2 




SKurnwz 5. NW2 7) ::sK u (~f \.1251Nfii27 J •W LT HE (If 
r=:r+1 




12C G~ ro SCH 
121 5010 CONTI NU': 
122 ,. .. 
123 c PUT LOADS AT SUPPORT 
. 1.211 c. 
125 M 5015 K::.,MS31C 
12t NW::!8:MSZER0(1< J 
127 SKUtNW2SrNWZ7):Q. 


























~ SUBROUTINE ECHO l[DVtJSl) 
3 CO~MON/EXT/S~U(44C~133J•S~4CAC44C.5JrSC2CGC44Ct3J,SCCZE(44CJ, 
4 .S!'1CEC 44Cr3l tCAl44r44),CG;f44rt14) rCE141ft44J, 
5 .CZC44r44lr~!GMAX(18GlrSIG~AV(18CJtTAUXY(l!CJw 
6 .A~Xll8Q),AMYl180)1A~XY(18Dl 
7 COMMON D~XC30JrDOYC3CJrD01<3GJrrOXY<3ClrDHl3CJtC8(30) 
S COMMON FAf8t8t30lrFGCS•8•301rFEfStSr3C}1FZC818•30l 
9 CO~MON AFl.C8r8t3:J.AFG<e.~r!Gl rAFE<8r8t?CltAFZC8t8r3CJ 
1r COM~ON SJ4(6t516lrSDZC6s3•6>•S01{6,316}1S,<6t6) 
11 CCMMON CEXrDEYrDPX1DPY10G•ICNUMrDLDXrOLOXYrDLOY 
lZ COMMON ~HCrMSKOrMSKB,~S31Ct~Szr~Ot25~1 
13 COMMON NW27tJENOX1JENU~.M~C3lJ1MECll) 
14 COMMON ANG(30Jr$~ 
15 C~M"10N/3Z/A.TRANS 
16 ~IMENSION JETRIOll6J~JE~TflEJ1JrMIDCl6l•JEENDCl6J 
l 7 DIMPl~IC1 '."l EL'V<J::lJ 
18 OOUSLE PRrCIS!ON ~TRA~S(8•~•3CJ 
19 :!~ENSIO~ EGDISce>rELDISl81 
20 DOUBLE PRECISION EDUX(3).EDVY<3J,EDVXC3lr~DUYf3Jr:D2WX213J 
.Zl COUBLE PRECIS!O~ r~2WY2t3hEr2WXYC3l 
22 C READ ~UM9ER OF TWO STRIP SU3-ST~UCTURES:JENUH 
2! R~AO(S17DCC> JE~U~ 
24 7COC FOR"4 ATf l 
2~ c FOR EACH sue-STRUCTURE REAO:CNE STRIP NU~SER WITH SAME 
26 C A~GLE<JETR!DJ; NU~BER I~ !KUrON FIRST CROSS-SECTI~N~JHERE 
. 27 = F"IRST Nf'.IDE D!SPLACEV.£N"rS iB£GH (JESTJ ;CONTINUECJEMID J; 
28 C A~O END<JEENOJ 
29 ~U 7CC1 I:l,JENUH 
3C REACC 8, 70CC> JET RID CI>~ JEST t Il r J~ MiO (I> rJEE N:l (I> 
31 7COl CO~T!NUE 
32 C NU~BER OF C~OSS-SECTIONS IN STRUCTUREtJ~NOX> 
33 Jn:ox =3•~SKD/MS!<B 
3ff c 
35 c ! r F!CT !Cl)US NO OES USEC • .JENOX r<: REDUCED 
36 !Ft~S(l).rQ.6) JE~OX:JEnox-1 
37 Ir<MEClJ.EQ.61 JENOX:JENOX-1 
38 c $!".IACE TO ALLOW IN N::w nr~L.AC::M~NT VECTOR EDV r~ 
3~ C 4•3•NUMBCR OF SUE-STRUCTURES•NU~DER CF CROSS-SECTIONS 
40 C IN COMPL~TE STRUCTUR~(THIS TS CALCULATED AND PLACED 
41 C !N LIST IN MAIN PP.OGRA"'l .flu~ei;:q IS J£l. 
4.? ~ 
43 c NUMBER OF C:EGREH OF FRE:ElrO"' PER CROSS-SECTION IN NEW rnv 
44 JE2=JE1/JENOX 
45 C NUMBER OF D~GREES OF FREE~O~ I~ CROSS-SECTI~N IN CLC' SKU 
46 J:S:MSKS/~ 
4 7 J A:C' 
r.;a !f( !"TS( l> .EQ.6J JA=l 
49 c 
SC C PERfOqM TRANSFORMATIO~S !CALCULATE LOCAL ~ISPLACEMENTS) 
51 c 
S2 . C fOR NUMSER OF CROSS-S(CT:I§'.INS IN ST RUCTUR:::'. ( Jr"NOX J 
53 ~~ 7CC2 J:l,JENOX 
54 C FOR NUMSER OF TWO ST~!P SU'B-ST~UCTURES ( JENUMJ 
55 DC 7C03 K:l~JENUM '· 
56 c LOA~ GLDSAL o:SPLAC~~~NTS INTO rG~IS 
57 C F!RST FOUP 






























JE4:JES TCIO+ ( J-l+JAJ •JEe4f..·-1 
EGOIS(J~3):~KU(JE4tNW27J 
7CC4 C~NTINU E 
C LAST FOUR . 
Ot:' 7CC5 M=lr4 
J~S:lf+M 
JEC :J !':M I~l K J • (J-l +JA I •JE9•:M-l 
EGDIS<J~Sl=S~U(JE6tNWZ7l 
7005 C!lNTINUE 
C MULTIPLY: AT~ANS•EGDIS. 
~I) 7COG ·N=lr8 
· !)0 7CC6 1:1,s 
Jn:J£TRIC<KJ 
ELDI~fNJ:ELryzstNl+ATRANSl~•ItJE7J•EGJIS(I) 
7006 cnMTI NU E 
C COPY INTO £DV 




~ CLEAR ELCIS AND £HIS 
00 70C8 J::1,8 
82 ELC!Sf J2J::. 
33 EGaISlJ2l~C. 
84 7CC~ CONTINUE 
85 C . LOAD :.. .~ST OF S E:T OF THE tRR~E If!TO EG!:'IIS 
86 Df' 7CC9 l< 2:1, cf 
. 87 J£:1(!:J£!:NCt Kl+ ( J-!+JA J •JESl+K2-1 
es E~ ors ( i<:.'.~J :SKU ( JEH't NW27J 
~9 70C9 CONTINU:: 
·90 C MULTIPLY: ATRANS•EGDIS 
91 DO 701C L2:1,4 
· 92 o~ 7C1C M2:114 
93 J~11:J~TRIDtKJ 
94 tLC!SfL2.l:ELOIS<L2J+ATRAN~CL21M21JElll•~GDISCM2J 
95 7C1~ CONTINU:: 
96 C cnpy !t-l T:> EDV 
97 D!l 7C11 Nz:1,4 
98 JE12:fJ-lJ •JE2+12•K-3+N2:-'.l. 
99 ECVfJE12J=ELOIStN2, 
lCC 7011 CONTINUE 
lCl C CLEA~ C~DIS AND EGDIS 
10~ oo 1c::..2 I3:1,s 
1C3. £LDISfI31=C. 
lt4 CGO!~fI?J~C~ 
lGS 7~12 CONTINU: 
1C6 7CC3 CnNTrNUE 
lC7 7CC2 CONTINU:: 
1C8 C NUf'!B£R Of CRO~S-SECTlO'l'S lE"XCLUDING FI~ST ANCI LAST 
109 · J~16:J£'l0X-~ 



















STRESS CALCULATIO~S FOR FK~ST C"OSS-iECTION 
D~ ?C13 I=l1JENUM ~ 
T,, GET TO STARTI~r O!SPLACiE~[,~T lN[CV 
JE~"ov::::..z•r-11 
Le H. NI)!:>~ 




I I . 















































































.Jr:212=JE srov +E 




.-1.•r:v<JE275Jl(C~A••2.J · · 
CALCULATE /ED2WY2t2) 
J~4 7:J£ST DV+ 2 
JE48:JESTDV+CZ . 
... ~ ·. . 
84. 
JE49:JESTtV+lC . . . . . .. . . . 
ED2WY2l2J:(l.•EOV(J£47J~2.•EDV(JE481+1.•EDV<Jt49>1/()3lJE23J••2> 
CALCULATE ED2WXYC2l . . 
JE sr;:JE: STOV+7 
J~Sl:JESTCV+7+JE2 
J£5?:JESTDV+7+2•Jr2 . . 
EC2WXY<2J:(-3.•ECV(JE5CJ+4.•ECVCJE51l-l.•EOVIJE52i)/ 
.<2~.s~J · · 
R. H~ NOJE 
CALCULATE £DUXt3> 
JE54 ::JEST CV+ 8 · 
.JES5=J~S4+Jf'2 
























CALCULATE E~:?WYitJJ . 
. JEZ53:JES"DV+3 · 
J-::2s4:J::s.,,ov+1 
JE255:J[STCV+11 . . 
ErZWY2(JJ:t1.•EDVlJEZ53J-4.•E~VtJt254)+3.•EDVCJE25Sll 




Jn4 :Jc::STCV• 11+ ZtJ E2 . 
E02WXYl3J~(-3.•E~VtJ~72~+4.•~DV<JE73J~l.•~O~tJE74J)/ 















































































































JE123:JECCV+e - -- - _. . 
EOUY~3>=<1~•E6vrJ~12!>-4~•EOV(JEi22,+3.•£~Vtj~l23~)/t~ •• os<Jt8~J) 
CALCULATE rr2wxzc!J - -
JE124:J~CDV+l0-JE2 
-JrlZS:JECDV+ 10 
J~lZG:JECDV+lC~JEz _ _ _ 
E~2WX2(3J:cl.•EDVCJEl24J-2.•ECV(JE125J+l.•ECVCJEl~6lJ/~SA••2) 
CALCULATE ED2WY21~l - - -
Ji:.:2s3:J~ccv'+3 - - : 
- ' . 
- .- . 
-J0::26C:Jt:CDV+7 
JE261:Jrc~v+1i _ _ - __ - _ 
- E~2WY2(3):ft.•EDVCJEZ59J~q~·tovtJE263)+3.•EQV(JE261>> 
./<DBCJE821•2.l-. • . 




. .. - . ' . . 
- 1 - -
CALCULATE ·.ST?. ESSES" 
00 7017, !1:i-.3 
JEl33:JENUM•3+tLS-ll•JE~UM•3+3•(L-1~•H 
SIGMAX<JE1?3J=CLCY~E~UXC~l•CLDXY•EDVY<MJ 
SIGMAY( J£133J :oLDYY•C:OUX C f-!l +DLDY• ECVY< Hl 
T AUXY (J El33J=CG• ( EDVX (Ml +[iOUY on J -
'fl - -
-, . - ' 
. A~X<Jcl!3J~-CDDY. <JE82l•EO:ZWX2Cf0-+!"C1 <JE82J•EOZWY2CMJ J -
AHYCJE133J:-cDOl<JE82J•E02WX2iMJ+DDY<JEg2l•E02WYZtHJJ 
AMXY (J£133J =o.oxn JE82 J. 2 ~··ECC:WXY (Ml 
cot~TINU:'. ~ -
CLEAR OE~~VATIVt VECTORS •. 
00 ·7018 N=l•3 
E:oux< NJ =:1. • _ 
E"VYtNJ-::O. 






cr,NTINUE ' CONTINU~ ·1 r· 
J 
STRESS CALCUL.ATIO~S F"OR LAST CPCSS s::cTION. 
- -· 
00 7C19 1:1',JENUM ~­
TC ~tT TO STA~tI~C ACC~ES~ 
J~ECV=JE1-JE2+ 1 +I• i2--ll-1 
- . 1 . -
t.H. N~DE. -
~· 
t - .. 
CALCULATE EnUX (1) 
JEl34:J~~ci-z•JE2 
J[l '!S=J~ ;.'.!) V-J(:? 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-:·: .. ' APPENDIX F: 
MENAI - USERS' MANUAL 
The program is 1ibera11y documented and the READ statements are exp1ained in 
the various sub-routines. A11 data is entered in FREE FORMAT, units being com-
.binations of Newtons and metres. 
MA.IN PROGRAM: Ca11s the sub-routine in a specific sequence, and monitors a11 
the output. No data is read by this program. 
Dimension parameters indicating the size of Large matrices must be changed to 














MHC = Size of "Stiffness" matrix for 1 cross-section (=Degrees of 
freedom per section). 
MSKD = Size of Diagona1 in tota 1 Stiffness matrix ( = Degrees of 
freedom in comp1ete structure). 
MSKB = Ha1f Band Width in Stiffness matrix (= 3 x MHC) 
NW27 = Co1umn in Stiffness matrix for p1acing the Load vector. (= MSKB 
+ 1). 
JE1 = Size of disp1acement vector to accommodate transformed g1obal.. 
disp1acements. (=(Number of 2-strip sub-structures) x 12 x 
(Number of cross-sections in Structure)). 
•. 






SUB-ROUTINE DEES: Formul.,ates the el.,astic constants. 





















DH(I),DB(I) (I= 1,IDUM) 
Young's Modulus in the X axis direction. 
II II II ti· y II It 
Poisson's Ratio in the X axis direction. 
II It II ti y II II 




SUB-ROUTINE FORMA: Formulates the basic strip stiffness matrices. No·data is 
.read by this sub-program. 
SUB-ROUTINE ANGLE: Compiles the transformation matrices for individual strips 





ANG(I) (I = 1,IDUM) 
.ANG(I) = Strip angle to gtobaL co-ordinate directions. One strip angle 
per card, entry sequence same as thickness and width cards. 













LC3 = Strip number. 
LC4 = Row number where the L~H. top corner of the strip stiffness 
matrices belong in the combined matrices. Repeat for a11'norma1' 
strips. Place 0,0 after last entry to stop process. 
LC5 = Number of strip stiffness matrices that require 'sp1it' placing. 
(If sptit p1acing is not required, enter 0 and program auto-
matica11y skips this process). 
LC6 = Strip number. 
LC7 = Row number in combined matrices where strip stiffness sub-matrices 
be long. 
LC8 = · Cotumn number (ditto). 
LC11 - Row number in sub-matrices where the copy process starts. 
LC12 = Cotumn number in sub-matrices where copy process starts. 
Repeat step 49 four (4) times for every strip stiffness matrix that requires 
'sptit' placing. Information given first for L.H. top section (4 x 4), then 
R.H. top section, then L.H. bottom section, and fina11y R.H. bottom section 
(4 x 4). Place 0,0,0,0,0 after Last entry to stop process. 
SUB-ROUTINE SILO: Formulates the Finite Difference equations, mu1tiphes them 
with the combined cross-sectiona1 stiffness matrices to give the upper ha1f 






















(I = 1,16) 
(I = 17,31) 
(I = 1,16) 
(I = 17,31) 
nodes in longitudina1 direction = 7) 
Sing1e digit numbers indicating boundary conditions at start 
of structure. 1 =Fixed, 3 = Guided, 7 ~ Simp1y Supported. 














= Ditto ••• at end of structure. 
= Longi tudina 1, noda 1 spacing (metres). 
= Number of rows to be reduced to z·ero .in stiffness and Load 
Matrix ( Cotumns are automatica 1,1,y done as wet L) 
= Number of cards to be read with ten row numbers per card. 
(Zeroes are used to fi1,1, fiel.d).· 
MSZERO(I) = Vector of numbers entered on MS401 cards (Max. = 250) 
SUB-ROUTINE WHEEL: Formutates the toad matrix. 













WU(I), WV(I), WW(I), WTHETA(I) (I= 1, to number of 
nodes per cross-section) 
NW19 
NW10(I), NW21(I), WLU(I), WLV(I), WLW(I), WLTHE(I) 
(I= 1, NW19) 
Cross-section dead toad in gtobaL X direction. 
Ha1£ cross-section dead toad (N/m) in gLobaL Y direction. 
Hatf cross-section dead toad (N/m) in gtobat Z direction. 
Ha1£ cross-section twisting dead toad about X axis (Nm/m). 
One card is read for every nodat point on cross-section. 
NW19 = Number of nodes having g1oba1.. Live toads. (Max. number = 50) 
If no 1..ive toads - use dummy. 
NW20 = Node number for toad. 
NW21 = Cross-section number for toad. 
WLU(I) = G to ba 1 Live toad in X direction (N). 
WLV(I) = " II " " y " (N/m). 
WLW(I) = " " " " z " (N/m). 
WLTHE(I) = G1..oba1.. twisting 1..ive 1.oad about X axis (Nm/m). I 
One card read for each node having gtobat Live Loads. 
104. 
SUB-ROUTINE GRAFT: Sotves the Hnear algebraic equations to give gtobat dis-
ptacements. No data is read by this sub-program. 
SUB..,:ROUTINE ECHO: Sotves stresses in tocat axes co-ordinates. The structure 
is now thought of as a combination of two-strip sub-:-structures to facititate the 
application of the Finite Difference operator patterns. Sections may have an 
odd number of strips; this merely "Leads to a dupHcation of stress and moment 
catcutations for a particutar node or the cross-section. Strips betonging to 







. JETRID(I), JEST( I), JEMID( I), JEEND( I) 
= Number of two-strip sub-structures. 
(I = 1, JENUM) 
JENUM 
JETRID(I) = Strip number for transformation of disptacements into 
tocat axis directions. 
JEST( I) = Row number in SKtJ( . ,NW27) matrix, on first cross-section, 
where first node disptacements begin. 
JEMID(I) . = Row number in SiaJ( ,NW27) matrix, on first cross-section, 
where second node disptacements begin. 
JEEND(I) = Row number in SKU(. ,NW27) matrix, on first cross-section. 
where third node disptacements begin. 
SIGN CONVENTION FOR OUTPUT 
STRESSES: (In tocat co-ordinate directions) 
SIGMA - X: Positive indicates tensite stress. (N/m2) 
S.IGMA - Y: Positive indicates tensi te stress. (N/m2) 
TAU - XY Positive as indicated. 
M - X 
M - y 
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